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Abstract
Context: Modern software development demands high levels of technical specialization. These conditions make
IT companies focus on creating cross-functional teams, such as frontend, backend, and mobile developers. In this
context, the success of software projects is highly influenced by the expertise of these teams in each field. Objective:
In this paper, we investigate machine-learning based approaches to automatically identify the technical roles of open
source developers. Method: For this, we first build a ground truth with 2,284 developers labeled in six different roles:
backend, frontend, full-stack, mobile, devops, and data science. Then, we build three different machine-learning
models used to identify these roles. Results: These models presented competitive results for precision (0.88) and AUC
(0.89) when identifying all six roles. Moreover, our results show that programming-languages are the most relevant
features to predict the investigated roles. Conclusion: The approach proposed in this paper can assist companies
during their hiring process, such as by recommending developers with the expertise required by job positions.
Keywords: Technical Roles, Technical Expertise, Developers Profiles, Machine Learning, GitHub

1. Introduction
Software development is a human-intensive activity, which makes the success of software projects highly influenced by the quality and expertise of their development workforce [22]. Besides, software systems are complex
engineering artifacts, which demand high levels of technical specialization in different areas [14]. These conditions
make IT companies focus on creating cross-functional teams with experts in several positions, such as databases,
security, frontend design, backend design, mobile apps, etc.
Recently, these companies are increasingly using social coding platforms—such as GitHub—to search for suitable candidates to their opened positions [37, 15, 53]. Previous works have proposed solutions to use the data of
such platforms to discover some skills of these candidates. They mainly focus on identifying which technologies do
software developers most work on, such as libraries, frameworks, and languages [56, 59, 64, 58, 30, 19, 66, 65, 45].
A few others have dedicated to discerning developers’ soft skills, including communication, teamwork, responsibility,
etc [56, 53, 2]. Lastly, some studies aimed on identifying the roles of developers in open source projects, like bug
fixer, bug triager, core developer, and tester [67, 52, 11, 21, 29, 1, 31, 20].
Usually, IT companies organize their development teams accordingly to the technology the developers master,
e.g., frontend, backend, mobile, and others [44]. For instance, frontend developers are specialized on the application’s
interface, as opposed to backend who are responsible for core features. In this context, we currently lack approaches
for inferring developers’ technical roles. Therefore, our key goal in this paper is to identify the technical roles played
by developers using information available in open source platforms.
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Does the Identification of Technical Roles Matter?
We define technical roles as the ones derived from expertise on particular programming technologies (e.g., programming languages) and/or architectural components (e.g., frontend frameworks). In this sense, distinguishing candidates’ technical roles are important as they represent a good proxy for the technologies and techniques each one
master [44]. For instance, data scientists might have a deeper understanding of data analyzing techniques. By contrast, frontend developers should master Web APIs concepts, such as RESTFul APIs, AJAX, etc. In fact, source code
hosting platforms—e.g., GitHub—are currently looking for alternatives to make their users profile richer by better
expressing their skills, accomplishments, and interests.1
Indeed, technical roles are one of the first aspects considered by recruiters when hiring developers for a specific
position. To provide evidence of this claim, we inspected the jobs listed by Stack Overflow Jobs2 —the part of the
Q&A forum where companies post job offers—on October 25, 2018. Our key finding can be summarized as follows:
3,234 out of 5,027 Stack Overflow job posts (64%) include in their description at least one of the technical roles
investigated in this paper.
Additionally, we conducted a preliminary survey to better understand how GitHub is used when hiring software
developers. For this, we contacted all Stack Overflow users self-described as technical recruiters who were active
in the platform since 2018, and that publicly provided their e-mail for contact. We emailed these users with a brief
survey where we asked:
Do you often use GitHub in your hiring process? If you do, please select the options that best describe
your usage (you can mark multiple options).
We provided four distinct options for the second question, which were formulated after consulting the literature
about software expertise [37, 53, 7, 45]. To avoid possible bias introduced by the order of the options, we configured
our survey system to present them in random order for each contact. In total, we contacted 30 recruiters and received
7 answers (23% response rate). Six developers confirmed they use GitHub for hiring purposes. The survey results are
summarized in Figure 1.
If you do, please select the options that best describe your usage

I often use GitHub to discern the technical roles of developers
(e.g., backend, frontend, mobile, full−stack, etc)
I often use GitHub to discern the technologies developers work on
(e.g., libraries, frameworks, languages, etc)
I often use GitHub to discern developers behavior in open source projects
(e.g., communication and teamwork skills)
I often use GitHub to discern the quality of the code produced by developers
(e.g., presence and quality of tests, usage of design patterns, and related practices)

Other, e.g., to contact developers
0

1

2

3

4

Participants

Figure 1: Survey responses from the recruiters that use GitHub in their hiring process.

Considering our intention in this paper, the main finding of this survey can be summarized as follows:

1 https://twitter.com/natfriedman/status/1133700043695886336
2 https://stackoverflow.com/jobs
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Five out of six technical recruiters use GitHub to discern the technical roles of the candidates, which is exactly
our central goal in this paper.
Although not directly linked with our goals here, another frequent usage of GitHub includes identifying which
technologies do developers work on (also with 5 answers) and to discern developers’ behavior in open source projects
(2 answers).
Proposed Study
In this study, we investigate an approach centered on supervised machine-learning techniques to identify developers’ technical roles by considering their contributions to public GitHub projects. More specifically, we infer developers’ technical roles by using features extracted from their public GitHub profiles (e.g., programming languages, short
bio, etc) and their GitHub projects. We first build a ground truth with the technical roles of 2,284 GitHub developers.
Then, we executed the proposed technique to identify developers in six popular technical roles:3 backend, frontend,
full-stack, mobile, devops, and data science. Lastly, we evaluated our approach by answering four research questions.
(RQ.1) How accurate are machine learning classifiers on identifying developers’ technical roles? Our best model
scored meaningful results for precision (0.75) and AUC (0.70), while it reported lower ones for recall and F1 (0.49
and 0.59, respectively). However, in the context of this work, precision-based metrics gain more importance, as technical recruiters are more interested in correctly identifying candidates that fit their needs (i.e., precision) instead of
identifying them (i.e., recall). When considered independently, our models provide the best results for data science
and frontend roles (0.86 and 0.77; precision). By contrast, we observed lower results for backend (0.62; precision).
(RQ.2) What are the most relevant features to distinguish technical roles? Features associated with programming
languages are relevant for all roles. Individually, data science’s top-10 most relevant features have the largest representativeness rate: 33.2%. By contrast, backend top-10 features scores only 6.8% of the total.
(RQ.3) Do technical roles influence each other during classification? In this RQ, we investigate the gains achieved
with the use of Classifiers Chains in our problem. Suppose that a developer is predicted as having a role R1 . After
making this prediction, R1 is used as input to the classifiers of R2 , R3 , R4 , and R5 roles (assuming we analyze five
roles, as in our first three RQs). Specifically, we check the improvements achieved with Classifier Chains by setting
up and training 120 different classification models (i.e., covering all possible permutations of five roles). Overall, such
models present minor improvements in recall (+0.05) at the cost of precision scores (−0.05) when compared to the
ones in RQ.1.
(RQ.4) How effectively can we identify full-stack developers? Differently from the technical roles analyzed in the first
three RQs, the full-stack role is derived from the combined expertise in backend and frontend technologies. Therefore,
we conducted a separated study to identify full-stack developers and verify how they impact the classification of
backend and frontend developers. The proposed classifier performed very well when identifying FullStack, achieving
0.99 for precision and 0.71 for recall. Moreover, the addition of FullStack developers significantly improved the
identification of both Backend and frontend—0.87 and 0.86 for precision, respectively—after specific adjustments.
Our Contributions
We show that—based on high-level features retrieved from developers’ public profiles and projects in GitHub—it
is possible to infer major technical roles commonly used in industry to recognize software developers. Secondly, we
make publicly available our ground truth with the roles of 2,284 GitHub developers. This ground truth can motivate
and support further research in the area.
3 Accordingly

to https://insights.stackoverflow.com/survey/2018
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Table 1: Regular expressions used to identify technical roles.

Role

Regular Expression

Examples

Backend
Frontend
DevOps
DataScience
Mobile

/\bback.{0,1}end\b/i
/\bfront.{0,1}end\b/i
/\bdev.{0,1}ops\b/i
/\bdata.{0,1}scientist\b/i
/\bmobile\b/i

Back end, backend
Frontend, front-end
DevOps, dev-ops
Data Scientist, data scientist
mobile, Mobile

Paper Structure
The rest of this paper has nine sections. First, Section 2 documents the data and methods used in the study, including the ground truth creation, the features extracted from GitHub, and the machine learning setup. Section 3 presents
the results for the first three research questions. Section 4 describes the exploratory study conducted on full-stack
developers. In Section 5.3, we manually analyze some developers classified by our approach to qualitatively interpret
the classification results. In Section 5 we discuss the implications to both practitioneers and software engineering
community. Section 6 discusses threats to validity and Section 7 presents Related Work. Finally, Section 8 concludes
this work.
2. Study Design
2.1. Technical Roles
The focus of this paper is to propose an approach to unveil the technical roles of GitHub developers. We used
the Annual Developer Survey conducted by Stack Overflow in 2018 to select the roles considered in our study. More
than 100,000 developers from 183 countries answered this 30-minute survey where, among other questions, they
answered which technical roles they associate with the tasks they normally perform. In this paper, we study the top-4
most popular roles, according to this survey: Backend (58%), FullStack (48%), Frontend (38%), and Mobile (20%).
Moreover, we included DevOps (10.4%) and DataScience (7.7%) roles in our analysis as both are also frequently
featured in the top trending IT positions. Specifically, we first focus on five roles: Backend, Frontend, DevOps,
DataScience and Mobile (RQ.1, RQ.2, and RQ.3). Due to its particularity, we investigate the FullStack role separately
(RQ.4).
2.2. Ground Truth
As the proposed machine learning model relies on features extracted from GitHub to classify developers’ technical
roles, we fully avoided using GitHub’s data to generate our ground truth. Instead, we relied exclusively on Stack
Overflow’s data to build this ground truth, since this data would not be used further in our study. Other works use data
from Stack Overflow as a reliable source to assess developers’ expertise [64, 54, 2]. On the other hand, after building
the ground truth, our goal is to identify technical roles of GitHub users, i.e., by only considering GitHub data.
We followed a two-step process to build the ground truth, as explained next.
Stack Overflow Data Gathering: We used Stack Exchange Data Explorer (SEDE)4 to collect Stack Overflow users
with GitHub profiles. SEDE is a publicly available tool that allows querying data available in Stack Exchange platform, using a web interface. On June 2nd, 2020, we queried SEDE for Stack Overflow users who have a link to
GitHub. This query returned 27,051 developers. We then extracted—through regular expressions—the GitHub username from the provided links, and used GitHub GraphQL API5 to retrieve GitHub data (as described in Section 2.3)
for developers with valid usernames. During this procedure, we discarded developers with URLs pointing to invalid
GitHub usernames. We ended up with a dataset composed of 24,889 developers.
Labeling: In this step, we analyzed the profile information provided by Stack Overflow to label developers’ roles.
Figure 2 depicts an example of Stack Overflow’s user profile. Among the information available in his profile, this
4 https://data.stackexchange.com/
5 https://developer.github.com/v4/
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Figure 2: Example of Stack Overflow developer profile. The data used in the ground truth creation is highlighted.

developer described himself as a “Lead Front End Developer”. Therefore, we relied on developers’ description text in
Stack Overflow to determine their roles. More specifically, we elaborated five distinct regular expressions to identify
each role, as described in Table 1. These regular expressions were configured to consider spaces, e.g., Back-end, Front
end) and to ignore case (e.g., Mobile and mobile. Considering the profile in Figure 2, our labeling process classify
him as Frontend (“Lead Front End Developer” and “Front end developer.”).
Selected Developers: By following the aforementioned steps, 1,802 developers were labeled with at least one technical
role. We discarded 140 (7.7%) developers with less than five GitHub public repositories. The reason is that our models
depend on developers being active on GitHub to infer their roles. Lastly, 1,662 developers were included in our ground
truth, containing 2,022 roles assignments.
Frontend is the role with more developers (820), followed by Mobile (453) and Backend (450). Table 2 shows
how these labels are distributed. As we can observe, 1,340 developers (80%) are associated with just one role. Most
of them are Frontend (545; 33%), or Mobile (352; 21%). Considering the 287 developers who have two or more
roles, the majority are both Backend and Frontend (198; 69%). By contrast, DataScience is the one with the smallest
intersection with other roles, i.e., one developer in all situations. 32 developers were labeled in three roles, most of
them in Backend, Frontend, and Mobile (23; 72%). Only three developers were assigned in four roles. Finally, we
found no developers who self-labeled themselves in all five roles.
2.3. Data Collection
After using Stack Overflow’s data to leverage our ground truth, we collected GitHub’s data for each developer in
this golden set. This data will be later transformed into a list of features to feed our prediction models (see Section
2.4). To provide a code agnostic solution (and therefore analyze repositories in multiple programming languages), we
collected mostly textual data about the developers’ profiles and the projects they own.6 The data we collected fits into
six distinct categories:
• Programming Language: Previous works report that programming languages are a reliable proxy to assess
developers’ expertise area [37, 38, 53, 24, 7]. For each developer, we first retrieved her list of projects, and
then extracted both commits and the main programming language of each one. Next, we derived the commits
6 It

is important to note that we have discarded forked projects in our analysis.
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Table 2: Distribution of developers among the analyzed roles.

# Roles

Backend

Frontend

Role
Mobile

DevOps

DataScience

X
X
X

One

X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X

Two

X
X
X

X
X
X

Three

Four

X
X
X
X

X
X
X

X

X

X
X

X

# Devs.
178
545
352
119
146
198
29
9
1
39
4
5
1
1

X

X

23
7
1
1

X

X

3

X
X

information into three dimensions: (a) the total number of commits; (b) the number of commits performed by
the developer (i.e., she is the author); and (c) the rate between both of them. Lastly, we grouped the projects
accordingly to the programming language collected earlier and averaged the resulting values. We ended up
with the following features for each developer, in each language: Language (total), Language (author), and
Language (rate).
• Short Bio: Short description of the developers’ main activities, manually provided by each one. We decided to
include this category in our analysis as some developers use this information to describe their field of activity,
e.g., “I develop iOS/Android apps with Swift/Kotlin language”.
• Projects’ Names: These names may contain keywords referencing specific technologies used in the projects,
e.g., android-data-binding-1, docker-example, etc. As observed in previous works, these technologies are also
indicators of expertise [58, 26, 54, 45]. Therefore, for each developer, we collected the name of her GitHub
projects and merged them into a single data point.
• Projects’ Topics: For the same reason as above, topics are generally used by GitHub developers to declare
technologies and tools used by their projects, e.g., ionic, gulp, and webpack. We also collected the GitHub
topics of the developers’ projects and merged them into a single data point as well.
• Projects’ Descriptions: This information can also provide clues about the technologies used by GitHub projects [27].
For instance, the description “a React.js contact manager” indicates that ReactJS is used in the project. For this
reason, we collected the short description of each developer’s project and merged them into a single data point.
• Projects’ Dependencies: We decided to include the list of dependencies since 3rd-party libraries are largely
used in modern software systems [59, 27, 30, 45]. For each project, we extracted its list of dependencies using
a GitHub GraphQL endpoint.7 Next, we assembled these features by summing up the number of times each
dependency was referenced in each developer’s projects. We initially collected data on 17,556 dependencies,
but we restricted ourselves to the top-1,000 most used ones as they are present in 81% of all analyzed projects.
7 https://developer.github.com/v4/object/dependencygraphmanifest/
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Table 3: Dataset with five target labels.

Developer
D1
D2
D3
..
.
Dn

···
···
···
···

Backend

Frontend

Mobile

DevOps

DataScience

1
1
0
..
.
0

1
0
0
..
.
0

0
0
0
..
.
1

0
1
0
..
.
0

0
0
1
..
.
1

2.4. Selected Features
To transform the data described in Section 2.3 into a list of features, which can be used as input for a machine
learning algorithm, we applied the following transformation steps:
Correlation Analysis: Initially, we ended up with 477 and 1,000 features for Programming Languages and Projects’
Dependencies categories, respectively. Due to this high number, we followed a correlation analysis procedure to
remove the ones with high correlations in each category. For this, we used corr function from pandas8 Python library
to generate a Spearman correlation matrix. Then, we identified pairs of features with a correlation greater than 0.7,
as previously adopted in the literature [8]; in such cases, we discarded the feature that has the highest correlation rate
when compared to the other ones. In total, we discarded 260 features for Programming Languages. Generally these
correlations happened with features belonged to the same language, but covering different domains, e.g., C (author)
and C (rate), CSS (author) and CSS (rate), etc. In most cases, we maintain the rate-based ones since they usually have
the lowest correlation rate with the others. As for Projects’ Dependencies, we discarded 202. Differently, the discarded
dependencies are more diverse, including specific (ionic-native-statusbar, a specific plugin for ionic framework) and
general (unicorn, an http webserver) purpose libraries.
Bag-of-Words: Machine learning algorithms do not deal with text directly. For this reason, we used a bag-of-words
to transform each textual category into a list of features. Bag-of-words is a simple and efficient technique to extract
features from text [25]. In summary, each word is mapped to a feature that describes its frequency in a document.
As in other studies [33, 55, 10], we performed the following steps to apply this technique on Short Bio, Projects’
Names, Projects’ Topics, and Projects’ Descriptions. First, we manually stripped out HTML tags, punctuation, and
numbers through regular expressions. Then, we removed stop words (e.g., of, him, the, and, etc.) using the default
English list provided by sklearn.text module. Finally, we used TfidfVectorizer9 class from sklearn library to apply
bag-of-words using the TF-IDF outcome as feature values. Following common guidelines for text processing [50], we
considered only words in a certain document frequency range: [0.04, 0.15] for Projects’ Descriptions, [0.03, 0.25]
for Projects’ Names, [0.01, 0.25] for Projects’ Topics, and [0.01, 0.20] for Short Bio. These limits were defined
after executing Random Forest classifier with 100 different bag-of-words configurations by randomly selecting different document frequency values in each configuration. We selected the configuration which presents improvements
in most evaluated metrics. The result of each configuration is available in our replication package for further reference.
After these steps (i.e., Correlation Analysis and Bag-of-Words), we ended up with 1,471 features, including 798 from
Projects’ Dependencies category, 217 from Programming Languages, 169 from Projects’ Descriptions, 155 from
Projects’ Names, 69 for Short Bio, and 63 from Projects’ Topics.
2.5. Machine Learning Setup
Multi-label Problem: Usually, classification problems rely on a single-label, i.e., each instance is associated with
a single label. On the other hand, a multi-label classification problem can associate more than one label to each
instance [62, 10]. Particularly, our dataset is a five-label classification problem since there are five distinct roles each
developer can be an expert on. Table 3 illustrates this dataset. In this example, developer D1 is associated with
8 https://pandas.pydata.org/
9 http://scikit-learn.org/stable/modules/generated/sklearn.feature_extraction.text.TfidfVectorizer.html#
sklearn.feature_extraction.text.TfidfVectorizer
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(a) Model I: no
additional information

(b) Model II: using Model I
predictions (Mobile) as features

(c) Model III: using both Models I and II
predictions (Mobile and Frontend) as features

Figure 3: Multi-label classification using Classifier Chains.

Backend and Frontend roles. Likewise, developer D2 is tied with Backend and DevOps. On the other hand, D3 is
associated just with DataScience.
Problem Transformation: We can approach a multi-label classification problem in different ways. For instance, we
can transform a multi-label dataset into a single-label one [35, 51]. Alternatively, some algorithms work directly with
multi-label datasets [62]. In this paper, we use two common transformation techniques for dealing with multi-label
datasets:
1. Binary Relevance (BR): This technique splits the original dataset into multiple binary classification problems,
i.e., one binary classification problem for each label [61, 35]. Then, such models are fitted independently. The
results can be shown either independently (one result for each model) or aggregated (weighted average of all
models). In this study, we calculated the aggregated results using a micro-average strategy, as it is recommended
for multilabel problems.10
2. Classifier Chains (CC): This technique links the binary classifiers along a chain in a way that each classifier
uses results from earlier ones in its predictions [51]. The goal is to take advantage of eventual dependencies
that might exist among target labels. Figure 3 illustrates a classification scenario using CC considering three
technical roles: Mobile, Frontend, and Backend. Each model includes previous predictions as features and
propagates its results along the chain. Figure 3a presents the first model in the chain (Model I). As we can see,
this model makes its predictions using only the available features. Model II (Figure 3b) predicts its values using
all features plus Model I predicted labels. Finally, the process is propagated to Model III, using all features
plus both Models I and II predicted labels. In this way, CC tackles the label independence problem faced by
BR [36, 69].
Machine Learning Classifier: We initially decided to use Random Forest [13] and Naive Bayes [39] classifiers to
train and test our models for identifying the technical roles of GitHub users. We selected Random Forest due to
its robustness to noise and outliers [60]. Moreover, Random Forest was successfully used in many application areas,
including software engineering problems [42, 47, 49, 18, 8, 10]. As we are dealing mostly with textual information, we
also decided to include Naive Bayes in our study as this classifier generally presents good results in textual scenarios,
such as spam filtering [43] and news classification [40]. We used the implementation provided by scikit-learn [46] for
both classifiers along with 10-fold cross-validation to select the best model. Basically, cross-validation splits the data
into k folds (in our case, k = 10), where k − 1 folds are used to fit the model and the remaining one is used to test the
predictions.
Evaluation Metrics: We use six metrics to evaluate the quality of the model’s predictions: precision, recall, F1-score,
AUC (Area Under the Curve), Jaccard Coefficient, and Hamming Loss. Precision measures the correctness, while
recall measures the completeness of the model predictions. F1-score is the harmonic mean of precision and recall.
10 https://scikit-learn.org/stable/modules/model_evaluation.html#from-binary-to-multiclass-and-multilabel
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AUC represents the area under the Precision-Recall (PR) curve. Unlike ROC, PR curves are more recommended for
assessing unbalanced datasets [50]. Jaccard Coefficient—also known as multi-label accuracy [12]—is the division of
the number of correctly predicted labels by all true labels. Hamming Loss is the ratio of wrong labels by the number
of labels [23]. As it is a loss measure, the lower the value, the better the model. Finally, we compared all metrics
against a Stratified baseline. This baseline considers the dataset distribution to perform its predictions. For instance,
in a dataset where 10% of the samples are positive labels, this baseline limits its positive predictions to 10% as well.
3. Results
(RQ.1) How accurate are machine learning classifiers in identifying technical roles?
Table 4a presents the general results for the first three roles using Binary Relevance (BR). The Random Forest
classifier presented the best results overall, scoring 0.77 for precision and 0.71 for AUC. Moreover, apart from recall,
Random Forest outperformed Naive Bayes for all evaluated metrics. Finally, both classifiers performed significantly
better than the Stratified Baseline. The baseline results are, for example, only 0.33 for precision.
Table 4b presents the classification results for each role, separately. Overall, Random Forest presented better results for precision when compared to Naive Bayes, and both outperformed the Stratified Baseline. Regarding Random
Forest, the classifier presented high precision rates—i.e., above 0.7—for 4 out of 5 roles: DataScience (0.86), Mobile
(0.78), Frontend (0.77) and DevOps (0.70). On the other hand, only Frontend achieved results as good as for recall
(0.78) and F1 (0.77). Further, the classifier scored poor results especially for Backend role (precision, recall, and F1
all equal to 0.28).

Role

Precision

Recall

F1

Stratified Baseline

Metric

Stratified
Baseline

Random
Forest

Precision
Recall
F1
AUC
Jaccard Coeff.
Hamm. Loss

0.33
0.32
0.33
0.41
0.20
0.32

0.77
0.49
0.59
0.71
0.42
0.16

Backend
Frontend
Mobile
DevOps
DataScience

Naive
Bayes

0.28
0.48
0.28
0.08
0.09

0.28
0.46
0.28
0.06
0.09

0.28
0.47
0.28
0.07
0.09

0.62
0.77
0.78
0.70
0.86

0.12
0.78
0.38
0.13
0.66

0.18
0.77
0.51
0.20
0.74

0.33
0.69
0.51
0.24
0.45

0.40
0.82
0.46
0.47
0.85

0.36
0.75
0.47
0.32
0.58

Random Forest

0.51
0.62
0.56
0.59
0.39
0.24

Backend
Frontend
Mobile
DevOps
DataScience
Naive Bayes

(a) Overall results

Backend
Frontend
Mobile
DevOps
DataScience

(b) Results for each role
Table 4: Binary Relevance results.

When it comes to Naive Bayes, we did not identify any score above 0.7 for precision; Frontend has the highest one
(0.69), followed by Mobile (0.51) and DataScience (0.45). In fact, we observed such good results in three scenarios
only: Frontend and DataScience for recall (0.82 and 0.85, respectively), and Frontend for F1 (0.75). Even though,
Naive Bayes was superior to the baseline in all scenarios.
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Features

Bio
PHP (rate)
HTML (rate)
HTML (total)
JavaScript (author)
Java (total)
Ruby (rate)
CSS (total)
CSS (rate)
backend (Bio)
Python (rate)

JavaScript (author)
Python (rate)
end (Bio)
Python (total)
HTML (rate)
CSS (rate)
Java (rate)
Jupyter Notebook (total)
css (desc.)
Java (total)

Backend

2% 4% 6%

Frontend

2% 4% 6%

Category

Language

Rep. Description

scientist (Bio)
Jupyter Notebook (total)
Jupyter Notebook (rate)
data (Bio)
R (total)
R (rate)
Python (rate)
analysis (desc.)
Python (total)
JavaScript (author)
mobile (Bio)
Swift (rate)
Java (rate)
Swift (author)
android (name)
Java (total)
CSS (rate)
ios (desc.)
HTML (total)
JavaScript (author)

DataScientist

2% 4% 6%

Rep. Name
devops (Bio)
Shell (rate)
docker (name)
docker (desc.)
Go (rate)
Shell (total)
HCL (rate)
Go (total)
JavaScript (author)
Python (rate)

DevOps

2% 4% 6%

Mobile

2% 4% 6%

% Relevance

Figure 4: Most relevant features for each technical role. Colors and shapes represent each feature category: developers bio ((Bio), green circle),
projects’ descriptions ((desc.), blue square), projects’ names ((name), pink diamond), and programming languages ((rate, author, and total), orange
triangle)

Random Forest presented the best results overall (e.g., 0.77, precision; 0.71, AUC), outperforming both Naive
Bayes and the baseline. When analyzed individually, DataScience and Frontend scored the best results for most
metrics (e.g., 0.86 and 0.77; precision), while Backend showed the worse ones (e.g., 0.62; precision).
(RQ.2) What are the most relevant features to distinguish technical roles?
Figure 4 shows the top-10 most relevant features by technical role. To identify these features, we executed the
Random Forest classifier for each role independently, using the same parameters as in RQ.1. We then selected the top10 features with the highest value from the feature relevance ranking provided by each model. In Figure 4, the colors
and shapes identify the category of each feature (programming languages, projects’ names, projects’ descriptions,
projects’ topics, projects’ dependencies, or short bio). Furthermore, we annotate the category associated with each
feature in its description. Finally, we normalized the ranking with respect to the feature with the highest value.
Features associated with programming languages are largely predominant for all five roles, representing 38 out of
50 features: 7 for DataScience, DevOps, and Mobile; 8 for Frontend, and 9 for Backend. From these, 19 (50%) are
rate-based, 13 (34%) consider the total number of commits, and 6 (16%) include only the commits performed by the
author. In other words, 66% of the relevant programming languages features do take into account actual developers’
contributions.
Next, short bio appears as the second most frequent with 6 occurrences, followed by projects’ descriptions and
projects’ names (3 and 2 occurrences, respectively). Nevertheless, short bio shows up as the most important feature
in three roles. Most of these features directly describes the role that is analyzed: scientist for DataScience, devops for
DevOps, mobile for Mobile, and backend for Backend. Surprisingly, projects’ topics and projects’ dependencies are
not present in any ranking position.
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When we analyze the results for each role, we see that DataScience has the highest relevant features. Six features
stand out with more than 3% of relevance rate: scientist (Bio) (6.5%), Jupyter Notebook (total) (5.4%), Jupyter
Notebook (rate) (5.1%), data (Bio) (5.0%), R (total) (4.4%), and R (rate) (3.5%). Although these values may sound
low, our model includes 1,662 features. Also, these features are rather specific to the DataScience field; from them
only Jupyter Notebook (total) is also present in other roles (Frontend).
For Mobile, mobile (Bio) stands out with 3.0% of relevance rate, followed by Swift (rate) (2.0%) and Java (rate)
(1.6%). More specifically, three out of 10 features are directly associated to the iOS development platform (Swift
(rate), Swift (author), and ios (desc.)). Likewise, other three features are linked to the Android platform: Java (rate),
android (name), and Java (total). The features related to iOS and Android development represent 4.5% and 4.3% of
the top-10 listed features, respectively.
Regarding DevOps, we observe that devops (Bio) plays a prominent position in the ranking, with 4.4%. The next
ones are Shell (rate) (1.9%), docker (name) (1.7%), and docker (desc.) (1.6%). Frontend ranking presents a similar
distribution, where JavaScript (author) is the prominent feature with 3.6%, whereas the next five are valued between
1.8% (Python (rate)) and 1.6% (CSS (rate)).
Finally, we observe that no feature stands out in Backend ranking. The most relevant feature is PHP (rate), with
1.1%, while Python (rate) is the 10th feature in the ranking, with 0.8%. Even though, 5 out of the top-10 features are
linked with backend development: PHP (rate), Java (total), Ruby (rate), backend (Bio), and Python (rate).
Features related to programming languages are predominant for all five roles. In DataScience role, six features
stand out: scientist (Bio), Jupyter Notebook (total), Jupyter Notebook (rate), data (Bio), R (total), and R (rate).
On the other hand, fewer features are presented such importance in other roles: devops (Bio) for DevOps, mobile
(Bio) for Mobile, JavaScript (author) for Frontend. Lastly, no feature stands out from the others for Backend.
(RQ.3) Do technical roles influence each other during classification?
As explained in Section 2.5, Classifier Chains (CC) is a technique to deal with multi-label classification problems.
When using this technique, Binary Classifiers are ordered in such a way that each model uses previous predictions as
input. The rationale is that, given two labels A and B, if A influences B then we might want to use A to improve B’s
predictions.
Particularly, we executed the CC technique with Random Forest for all possible role combinations. In total, the
classifier was executed for 5! combinations, i.e., 120 different combinations. Figure 5 presents the results in six
different graphics, one for each metric considered in this study. For comparison reasons, the results are reported in
relation to RQ.1, which is used as a baseline in this RQ and it is represented by a dashed line in the figure. The
horizontal axis represents each CC configuration and the vertical axis the number of points each metric has above or
below the baseline. This means that the CC technique performed better than the baseline when its results are above
the dashed line, or worse otherwise.
Overall, all models show a minor increase of recall up to almost +0.05 (configurations 72, 89, and 96), at a cost
of lower precision (−0.05; configurations 47, 80, 93, and 113). We also observe minor improvements for both F1 and
Jaccard Coefficient (+0.02, configurations 60, 72, and 96; both), while AUC presented a minimal decrease (−0.01,
configurations 80 and 83). By contrast, we did not find any relevant change to the Hamming Loss score. Interestingly,
the highest improvements for recall, F1, and Jaccard—and also some of the minor setbacks for precision—happened
between configurations 49 and 60, when Mobile is classified first, followed by Backend or Frontend.
The results reveal that including technical roles predictions to the classifying process does not bring significant
improvements. Overall, we obtained minor improvements for recall, Jaccard, and F1 on the cost of precision.
These results are more consistent when Mobile is classified first, followed by Backend or Frontend.

4. Understanding the FullStack Role
Differently from the previously analyzed roles, FullStack developers are defined by their ability to work through
the whole application stack. In fact, the industry sees a FullStack developer as someone who can perform both
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Figure 5: Overall results using Classifier Chain, reported in relation to the RQ.1 baseline (i.e., dashed line).

Frontend and Backend tasks. The following quote, retrieved from a popular Medium post,11 illustrates this point:
Being a Full-Stack developer [. . . ] means that you are able to work on both sides and understand what
is going on when building an application.
Due to this particularity, we decided to investigate the FullStack role in a specific section. First, we extended
the ground truth described in Section 2.2 to include developers self-identified as FullStack on Stack Overflow.12 The
new ground truth is composed by 2,284 developers; 853 of them are FullStack. From these, 783 were not labeled
either as Backend or Frontend, which contradicts the FullStack’s definition. To fix this inconsistency, we adapted
the labeling process to consider every FullStack developer as an expert in both Backend and Frontend roles.
After applying the same process described in Sections 2.3 and 2.4, this extended dataset ends up with 1,567
features: 819 from Projects’ Dependencies category, 219 from Programming Languages, 212 from Projects’ Descriptions, 146 from Projects’ Topics, 101 from Projects’ Names, and 70 from Short Bio.
(RQ.4) How effectively can we identify full-stack developers?
Table 5 presents the classification results for Random Forest using the Binary Relevance approach (RQ.1) and
including FullStack. Besides, we included the results for each of the five previous roles, along with the difference for
the one described in RQ.1.
Overall, all metrics reported significantly better results after including FullStack developers in the ground truth.
Precision, recall and F1 increase to 0.88 (+0.11), 0.69 (+0.20), and 0.77 (+0.18), respectively. Likewise the new AUC,
Jaccard Coefficient, and Hamming Loss reach 0.89 (+0.18), 0.69 (+0.10), and 0.13 (−0.03), respectively.
Considering each role, we observe that FullStack presented very high results: its precision is 0.99, recall is 0.71,
and F1 is 0.83. When it comes to the other roles, we noticed an interesting improvement for both Frontend and
Backend. Frontend’s value for F1 increased from 0.77 to 0.87 (+0.10), mainly due to recall improvement (from 0.78
11 https://medium.com/coderbyte/a-guide-to-becoming-a-full-stack-developer-in-2017-5c3c08a1600c,
2019-04-04.
12 We used the following regex to label developers as FullStack: /\bfull.{0,1}stack\b/i.
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Table 5: Binary Relevance results after including FullStack, Random Forest only.

Role

Precision

Recall

F1

FullStack
Backend
Frontend
Mobile
DevOps
DataScience

0.99
0.87 (+0.25)
0.86 (+0.09)
0.80 (+0.03)
0.75 (+0.05)
0.86 (+0.00)

0.71
0.63 (+0.51)
0.89 (+0.11)
0.34 (−0.04)
0.06 (−0.07)
0.62 (−0.04)

0.83
0.73 (+0.55)
0.87 (+0.10)
0.47 (−0.04)
0.11 (−0.09)
0.71 (−0.03)

Overall13

0.88 (+0.11)

0.69 (+0.20)

0.77 (+0.18)

to 0.89; +0.11). Most important, Backend gained 55 points in F1 when compared to the one in RQ.1 (from 0.28 to
0.73). Recall is also largely responsible for this difference as it scored 0.63 against 0.28 before; an increase of 51
points. By contrast, we observe a minor negative impact in F1 for Mobile (−0.04), DevOps (−0.09), and DataScience
(−0.03). Even so, the precision score for these roles has either increased (Mobile, +0.03; DevOps, +0.05) or stayed
the same (DataScience).
We accredit this side effect as a consequence of expanding the dataset with the new FullStack developers. Particularly, in our second dataset, we found several FullStack developers with missing Backend or Frontend labels (more
precisely, 783 developers, as we mentioned before). In other words, once they are FullStack, for these developers it
is implicit that they should be also viewed as Backend or Frontend. Consequently, after labelling FullStack developers as Backend and Frontend we provided new information to the classifiers, which allowed them to improve their
predictions.
The proposed classifier performed very well when identifying FullStack developers (precision = 0.99). Moreover, FullStack developers have an interesting collateral effect, since they contributed to improving results of
both Backend (+25%) and Frontend (+9%).

5. Discussion
In this section, we start discussing the implications of our work to both academia and practitioners (Section 5.1).
Then, we argue about how the results for precision and recall should be interpreted in the context of this study (Section
5.2). Lastly, we analyze the performance of our approach by inspecting developers profiles in three different scenarios
(Section 5.3).
5.1. Implications
We shed light on the importance of unveiling technical roles; an expertise topic not yet extensively investigated
by the software engineering community. More specifically, we performed two preliminary studies to demonstrate
the importance of this topic. First, we inspected posts from Stack Overflow Jobs platform and find out that 64% of
5,027 offers are for one of the six technical roles studied in this paper. Second, we conducted a survey with technical
recruiters to understand which characteristics do they look for in GitHub profiles. Five out of six recruiters indicated
they search for clues to discern the technical roles of the candidates.
Besides, the proposed machine learning approach has most of its usage in hiring processes. In this context, when
hiring software developers, technical recruiters can benefit from the technical roles inferred by the proposed models.
This usage might occur in two main ways. First, by proactively identifying developers with the skills expected by
existing job positions in the company. Secondly, by reactively evaluating the profile of candidates who have already
applied to existing job positions, to assure they have the expected skills. In both cases, the inferred technical roles
should be used as a piece of additional information during the hiring process, which certainly includes other selection
instruments, such as technical interviews, reference letters, etc.
13 Overall
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5.2. A Note on Precision and Recall
In general, our approach showed its effectiveness in revealing the technical roles of software developers given
their GitHub profiles. For instance, our model scored 0.88 for precision and 0.89 for AUC when considering all six
roles analyzed in this study (see Table 5); by contrast we achieved a lower result for recall (0.69). When analyzed
individually, we observe that the precision for each role ranges from 0.75 (DevOps) to 0.99 (FullStack). In fact,
except for DevOps all other roles achieved at least 80% of precision. On the other hand, only Frontend reached
similar value for recall (0.89); the other ones remained between 0.06 (DevOps) and 0.71 (FullStack).
Essentially, precision answers the following question “What proportion of positive identifications was actually
correct?”, whereas recall seeks to answer “What proportion of actual positives was identified correctly?”.14 In the
context of technical recruiters, we advocate that precision is more important than recall as they normally need to
identify a small set of candidates for the existing positions; i.e., they do not need to locate all developers matching
their job positions in the GitHub universe. Furthermore, companies avoid at most a false positive (a bad hiring), as it
is more expensive [41, 9]. On the other hand, we understand that such limitation might represent an issue for software
developers, as qualified developers can eventually be discarded for not scoring meaningful results in the features
considered in this study.
5.3. Manual Analysis
We manually inspected developers profiles to analyze their predictions so we can better understand the proposed
classification results. Specifically, we analyze developers in three distinct scenarios: correct classifications (True
Positive); wrongly classified in a given role (False Positive); and not classified in a given role, despite being so (False
Negative).
5.3.1. True Positive Scenario
Developers in this group have had their roles correctly predicted by our approach. In this scenario, we inspected
developer D844 , classified as Mobile Developer. D844 owns 22 public GitHub projects, most of them related to mobile
development; four projects have Swift as their main programming language, and other five have the word Android
in their description. Moreover, another four projects are implemented in Java and contain experiments about chart
animations in Android. In total, 19 out of 22 projects are directly related to mobile development. In his personal
website, D844 describes himself as “Android & iOS Engineer — App Maker”. Through D844 ’s GitHub page, we can
also reach his LinkedIn profile and find out he has been working with mobile development since 2014.
5.3.2. False Positive Scenario
This group contains developers wrongly predicted as experts in any of the analyzed roles. We inspected the profile
of D1341 , which is not a DevOps developer, but was predicted as such. In his LinkedIn profile, D1341 identifies himself
as a “Data Engineer”, also mentioning he works in this position since 2016. D1341 received most endorsements in
Python (19), Data Science, and Machine Learning (18, both). By contrast, D1341 has few endorsements in DevOpsspecific technologies: one for AWS and two for Linux. He also obtained certifications in “Machine Learning” and
“Scalable Microservices with Kubernetes”. D1341 is very active on GitHub, performing 711 contributions in the last
year. This developer owns 30 projects in 13 different languages, most of them in Python (five projects). Further,
Docker appears in the description of two other projects described as an assistant tool for data analysis. Therefore, due
to his limited experience with DevOps-based tools and languages, D1341 should not be classified as a DevOps.
5.3.3. False Negative Scenario
Developers are considered False Negative when they are not classified as experts in a given role, despite being so.
For this scenario, we examined D68 , who is a Frontend developer, but was not identified as such. In his short bio,
D68 describes himself as a “Frontend Engineer”. On GitHub, this developer has performed 1,018 contributions over
the last year, where 51% of them were commits. Even though, D68 is the owner of only 12 projects; five of them
are directly related to frontend technologies (e.g., JavaScript, vue.js, etc). The remaining projects are implemented
14 Questions retrieved from https://developers.google.com/machine-learning/crash-course/classification/precisionand-recall
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in other languages, such as Java, PHP, and Python. Moreover, his projects’ descriptions do not mention the use of
Frontend technologies. In fact, five projects do not contain any description at all. In other words, the programming
languages and short bio used by D68 are the only features directly related to Frontend, but their presence was not
enough to label him correctly.
False negative predictions gather our attention as they directly impact the recall’s performance. As our classifiers
scored lower values for this metric in Mobile and DevOps roles, we decided to extend this analysis by inspecting
10 new randomly selected developers, five in each role. Overall, we observe these developers do not hold specific
information to classify them in such roles. For instance, the five selected DevOps developers maintain 70 projects
in total. However, only one is mainly implemented using Shell Script, which is the second most relevant feature for
this role (see Figure 4). One developer mentioned the devops keyword in his bio, but this was not reinforced by
the other relevant features; only one of his 18 projects is implemented using a relevant language (Python). Similar
behavior is noted when analyzing Mobile developers. The majority of the projects analyzed are not written in Mobilebased languages, such as Swift and Java. Interestingly, most of them are implemented with Frontend-based ones,
such as JavaScript and TypeScript. We analyzed this characteristic further and found out that some of these projects
rely on cross-platform Mobile frameworks—e.g., cordova, ionic, etc—which are not in the top-10 most relevant
features. In fact, two out of the five developers explicitly stated they are Frontend developers with experience in
building mobile web apps. Lastly, relevant keywords like android, ios, and mobile, are indeed mentioned in the
repositories of one developer but in a format that prevents their extraction by our bag-of-words tokenization process,
e.g., iOSUIAutomation, MyFirstAndroid, etc.
6. Threats to Validity
The following issues are possible threats to our results:
Target Roles: We analyzed six technical roles in this paper. Although they represent a restricted number of roles,
we selected the ones among the most popular, based on a recent large-scale survey conducted by Stack Overflow.
Moreover, they cover 64% of the jobs recently listed at Stack Overflow jobs, as mentioned in the Introduction.
Ground Truth: Our dataset is restricted to developers who have profiles on both Stack Overflow and GitHub. Besides,
the ground truth is based on developers’ public activities on GitHub. Evidently, they represent a subset of all activities
of several developers. This limitation may increase false negatives in particular scenarios. For example, a developer is
mobile but the publicly available data characterizes him/her as backend developer. A potential direction for tackling
this problem could be the usage of developers’ activities from additional data sources. Furthermore, we followed an
automated process to label the 2,284 developers in the ground truth. This process is subjected to bias since it relies on
the description provided by the developer on Stack Overflow. Further work should consider a semi-automatic labeling
strategy [63] or semi-supervised learning techniques [16] to evaluate the accuracy of our labeling process.
Multi-label Classification: Other classification techniques can be applied in multi-label problems, e.g., Label Powerset [28]. However, we rely on the two most used techniques to handle multi-label classification. Moreover, we
used two well-known classification algorithms—Random Forest and Naive Bayes. Despite that, further work should
consider other classification algorithms, such as XGBoost [17].
Thresholds: As usual in machine learning studies, we acknowledge that our results depend on different thresholds,
which are used for example to discard correlated features (Pearson ≥ 0.7), to limit the number of features used
in projects’ descriptions ([0.04, 0.15]), projects’ names ([0.01, 0.25]), projects’ topics ([0.01, 0.25]), and short bio
([0.01, 0.20]), as reported in Section 2.4. As a general guideline, we always use conservative thresholds. Furthermore,
we experimented with other threshold values in all cases and selected the ones that presented the best results.
7. Related Work
Related work approaches the expertise of software developers in two major standpoints. The first one, known as
domain expertise, address expertise in the context of specific projects, ignoring developers’ technical background. For
instance, these works involve the identification of source code file owners [68, 21, 1], core developers [29, 31, 5, 6],
or organizational and contribution roles [4, 11, 20]. The second category, known as technical expertise, focuses on
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revealing developers’ technical abilities. Most studies in this second group focus on identfying expertise in 3rd-party
technologies [45, 59, 65, 26, 27, 64], source code quality [37, 38], and soft skills [7].
7.1. Domain Expertise
Avelino et al. [6] relied on developers commit activity to estimate truck-factors (i.e., a source code authorship
metric). Furthermore, they tested their approach against 119 open source systems to identify their core developers.
Honsel et al. [29] use multi-dimensional Hidden Markov Models to predict the contribution behavior of developers.
For each developer in a project, they collect data (commits, bug comments, and mailing lists) and classify them into
core, major, and minor classes. Previously, Alonso et al. [3] build a rule-based model to derive developers’ expertise
based on the frequency of their commits. Their model links a list of categories—extracted from the directory structure
of each project—to each developer based on the frequency of changes they perform in each directory. Da Silva et
al. [21] introduced a technique to leverage expertise in system’s artifacts at source code method-level. The authors
rely on a GPU-based approach to leverage such expertise information. Kagdi et al. [32] mine software repositories
to recommend developers who master a particular component of a project. Other works investigated expertise in
the context of organizational and contribution roles [11, 20]. For example, Bhattacharya et al. [11] analyzed the use
of graph models to classify developers on seven organizational roles: patch tester, assist, triager, bug analyst, core
developer, bug fixer, and patch-quality improver. Lastly, Yu and Ramaswamy [68] also mined software repositories
to predict developers’ roles, but they focus on the interactions among them (e.g., frequency of co-editing). Note that
the works in this subsection aim at recommending developers to maintain specific projects. This scenario fits well in
the OSS development field. On the other hand, the IT industry is also interested in identifying developers’ technical
abilities regardless their previous knowledge in specific projects [48, 34, 56].
7.2. Technical Expertise
In fact, most related work addresses the technical expertise problem towards 3rd-party technologies. In recent
work, we [45] proposed two methods to assess the expertise level of 575 developers in three popular JavaScript
libraries. Basically, we used features collected from GitHub activity—e.g., commits frequency, code churn, etc.—to
classify developers into three expertise levels: novice, intermediate, and expert. Previously, Teyton et al. [59, 57]
proposed a search engine to locate—based on syntactical changes—developers with experience on some technical
skills, e.g., Java, Linux, Apache, etc. Similarly, Wan et at. [65] developed a probabilistic model to assess developers’
coding abilities on software technologies. Lastly, Greene and Fischer [26] also proposed a tool that extracts and
presents developers’ skills data from GitHub, including skills on programming languages, libraries, and frameworks.
Other authors proposed matching the technologies that developers use with the ones required in specific tasks. For
example, Hauff and Gousios [27] extracted user activity from GitHub and job advertisements to recommend matching
open jobs to developers. They leverage a vector space model—using data extracted from GitHub profiles and job
advertisements of a large UK job portal—and rely on cosine similarity to match developers and jobs. Venkataramani
et al. [64] proposed a model that, by using developers’ activity information on GitHub, recommends Stack Overflow
questions for these developers to answer. By contrast, our work focus on detecting developers’ expertise into a higher
granularity level, i.e., technical roles.
Other works approached technical expertise differently. For exmaple, Agrawal et al. [1] used clustering techniques to analyze which technical factors are more relevant for backend developers and testers. Differently from our
work, the authors consider only commits, timestamps, and file names, whereas we collect a wider set of features, i.e.,
programming languages, developers’ bio, and projects’ metadata. Other researchers investigated the importance of
source code quality when analyzing candidates for opened positions. Marlow et al. [37, 38] interviewed both developers and recruiters to understand which information is more relevant when evaluating online profiles in developer
communities. In general, interviewees reported some cues used by them when assessing these profiles, including,
which programming languages and libraries do developers use, as well as the readability of their code. Lastly, there
are studies mentioning the importance of soft skills in the software development environment. Baltes and Diehl [7]
presented a conceptual theory structuring the relevant factors in software development. Among the several abilities listed in their work, the authors highlighted the importance that proper personal skills—such as communication,
critical thinking, and communication—has on software development.
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8. Conclusion
The increasing complexity and relevance of modern software systems are fostering the specialization of software
developers in particular components and technologies. As a result, when hiring developers, companies usually do not
look for developers with a broad range of skills, but for ones who can work with specific technologies and in specific
tasks. Motivated by this context, in this paper we described an approach centered on supervised machine learning to
predict six widely popular technical roles of developers nowadays: Backend, Frontend, Mobile, FullStack, DataScience, and DevOps. Using features extracted from the public profiles of GitHub users, we obtained great results
for identifying all six roles in terms of precision (0.88) and AUC (0.89). By contrast, we observed lower results for
DevOps and Mobile regarding recall, e.g., 0.06 and 0.34, respectively. Even so, we believe that this study can offer
good assistance to technical recruiters as, in their context, identifying correct candidates (precision) is more relevant.
As future work, we plan to extend our research in the following lines: (a) improve the classification process by adding
new features (e.g., frameworks) and by testing others classifiers (e.g., XGBoost [17]); (b) validate our results (and
the practical usage of our approach) through a large-scale survey with real developers, and (c) Implement a browser
plug-in to inform the technical roles of GitHub existing profiles.
Replication Package: Our data and our scripts—in a Jupyter Notebook format—are publicly available at the following
URL: https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.3986172.
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